Yikes! We'll need
loads more fish

Hey, do you remember
the launch of our tasty
apple pie?

But aren’t fish getting
pretty scarce?

Yeah, we needed
loads of new apples…

so can we plant
orchards again?

That’s right! We
planted new
orchards!

Orchards for free
range fish…
hmm…

You mean like
fish farms?

So what do we know
about fish?

I was thinking
free range

Well, fish really like…

So what might this
look like?

FADs, artificial reefs
and bits of old oil rig?

And uses areas of
heavily trawled
seabed…

Low cost buoy

fish aggregating
devices!

Look…
Here’s my
sketch!
rope

They love oil rigs,
artificial reefs… and
sources of
food…
hey, can we put
all of these together?

Fish attracting
flags
Concrete block
weight

Large concrete block to deter
trawling
Section of old oil platform

Great! You’ve even left
lanes for catching fish,
that’s neat!

Seemed obvious when we were drawing it
up. Boats avoid the squares so they don’t
snag their nets

So what sort of yield might
we get?

it gives a lot
More Edge for
Fishermen to
Fish along,
And they can’t
Catch all of
The fish

Lane for fishing

Yes, but we will be restoring
badly damaged sea bed and
rejuvenating already
Damaged
Areas!

That sounds like a much
more positive outcome!
But…

Absolutely! Boats with vms would
fish in the areas, and are easy to
track. We’d know exactly which
lane the fish
came from!

That’s 10-20 times more
Than we currently can catch
In heavily trawled areas!

All of the catch could
Be MSC certified
Because our ocean
orchards are
sustainable
by nature!

Does it help with
The traceability
Issue?

we reckon a stainless
Steel cone basket should
do the trick!

What about marine
protected areas?

…and reduce the pressure on the rest of the sea.
Really, 30% of the ocean could be made into
MPAs!

But can we use this with
Lineless fishing?

With ocean orchards
we can catch more fish
In smaller areas,
Sustainably, and at lower
cost…

We can use this to attract the fish to a
regular feeding location, and only harvest
fish of a certain size!

Apparently in Japan
and china, fish have been
trained to come to a
dinner bell…

So, to summarise…
at relatively low cost we would build large areas of ocean orchards…

Sounds good…
Could it even help
coral?

the anchors
could even be pre-seeded
with coral larvae before the
ocean orchards are laid out!

Yes, its big, but palm oil plantations cover
57,000km2 in Malaysia alone, and they’re so
much harder to build!

easy!
we just need
10,000km2 of
this stuff!

we estimated 100
tonnes of fish every
year per kilometre
squared…

The vertical FAD habitat
really helps too

but isn’t palm oil…
controversial?

But I was hoping
For a million
Tonnes of fish!

corals like
hard surfaces
to grow
on. The FAD
anchors are
ideal

Tens of thousands of
square kilometres of
already denuded sea
Bed across the south
China sea could be
suitable and become
new dispersed coral
reef

this would make millions of tonnes of new fish, worth billions, and
increase food security…
ocean orchards rejuvenate ravaged areas of seabed, restore biodiversity, and
allow large MPAs to be established elsewhere…
Traceability would be easy to manage, and fishing jobs would be
secured…
It even grows large areas of reef!

Sounds good to me!
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Sales of our new
healthy fish burger are
booming!

